MySQL DATABASE SERVICE with HeatWave
The World’s Most Popular Open Source Database in Oracle Cloud

- #1 Open Source Database
- 100% Native HeatWave engine
- 100% Developed by the MySQL Team
- 100% Managed by the MySQL Team
- 100% Supported by the MySQL Team, 24/7
- 100% Up-to-date with the latest security fixes
- 100% Compatible with on-premises MySQL
- 100% Compatible with Oracle technologies

Easy
Quickly provision MySQL database instances

Secure
Increase security with Oracle’s 2 Cloud Infrastructure

Real-Time Analytics
Accelerate your MySQL queries by 40X

Real-Time Analytics
Faster business insights using real-time data
Single MySQL database for OLTP and OLAP
Eliminates the risk, cost, and complexity of ETL

Unmatched Performance
10X faster than Amazon Aurora
2.7X faster than Amazon Redshift
Scales to 1000s of cores

Lower Total Cost of Ownership
1/3 of the cost of Amazon Aurora
1/3 of the cost of Amazon RDS
1/3 of the cost of Amazon Redshift

The Highest Levels of Security
Protect your databases against external attacks and misuse of information while achieving regulatory compliance

Full Compatibility with On-Premises MySQL
Seamlessly move workloads between on-premises, cloud, and hybrid architectures

Expert Technical Support from the MySQL Team
Provided by the experts, backed by the MySQL engineers
Single point of contact for support across your entire cloud infrastructure

START NOW
Learn More About MySQL Database Service Today!
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